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An Ghealach
"She saw the great sun fall,

the quiet moon rise,
seas flood with molten shine,

then with surprise,
as she perceived

the wonder, felt the balm,
of brassy daylight

turn to silver calm."
 

- Orna Ross 

 
 



A Message From Mary

Mo Chara Daor, 

Can you think of any purer inspiration than the brilliant beacon of light that

shines from our night skies – hinting at the world that lies beyond our own? 

The moon has fascinated human beings since the moment our time on earth

began, and of course the ancient Irish people had their very own way of

venerating this wonderous satellite. The phrase “an ghealach” itself refers to

the brightness of this celestial orb, rather than mentioning it directly – which

indicates an almost religious level of respect. It also rather calls to mind that

notion of not looking directly into the sun’s glare, out of an understanding

that its power is too strong to behold. 

I love to see the silvery silhouette of ‘an gealach’ against the midnight blue of

the sky, in whichever phase she happens to inhabit in that moment. It’s like

observing a different angle of a person that you have known all your life,

and appreciating them in an entirely new way. Of course, there is the

romantic brilliance of the classic full moon, which ignites the land below

with her illuminating glow; but the new moon holds a beauty all of her own,

barely perceptible as she shyly embarks upon a new cycle. 

 



Ireland, as the Emerald Isle, of course is stunning under the light of the sun

which highlights the contrast between its sparkling seas, lush green grasses

and golden sands. However, the moon lends a hue all of its own, blending

Ireland’s vibrant colours into a harmonious purply silver palette, bringing our

island’s mysticism to the forefront of our minds. 

From a lone crescent hanging above the bustle of Grafton Street on a busy

Dublin evening, to the imposing awe of all the stars that accompany an

gealach’s glistening beams in the countryside of Donegal - where the lack of

light pollution lets your eyes travel further into the night sky than ever

before. 

I am no different from my Irish ancestors, in that the moon has a captivating

hold over both my imagination and curiosity – making her the perfect muse

for this month’s Irish at Heart offering. Each of the items you find in your box

reflect a portion of an gealach’s multifaceted identity, and each has been

created by an Irish artist who has been equally entranced and inspired by

lunar loveliness. 

A Message From Mary

I hope that this gazette will help you to delve

into the Ireland’s romantic yet intellectual

relationship with the moon over time, helping

you to understand the power she holds within

our heritage. So tonight, when you look out at

the moon (in whichever form she takes at this

moment) imagine how she shines on Ireland

and, just as she pulls the tides closer to land,

let her pull you closer to the Emerald Isle. 

Ó Mary le grá,



Recipe of The Month

 

Croissant Bread Pudding

You would be right in assuming that the croissant is more firmly rooted in French

and Austrian cuisine than it is Irish – but Krissy Gibson adds a delightful Emerald

Isle twist by incorporating the buttery pastries into a traditional bread pudding.

Krissy is the founder of the delicious Dublin-based dessert company Take the

Cake, and has made several appearances on Ireland:AM to share the steps behind

her some of her sweet snacks. Dessert for breakfast? It's simply genius - and some

of the dishes that she cooks up are simply to die for. 

I was particularly keen to use croissants in this month’s gazette recipe, because of

their iconic crescent moon shape, that just fits in so perfectly with our theme of An

Ghealach. 

It’s a big portion, so there’s plenty of scope for leftovers, providing the perfect

smackrel for some late-night lunar watching (or, as it’s more commonly referred to

– a midnight snack). 

 



Recipe of The Month

Croissant Bread Pudding
Up to 10 portions 
Can be halved to accommodate smaller ovens and smaller families

Ingredients 

3 large whole eggs

8 large egg yolks 

600 mls cream

600 mls whole milk

320 g caster sugar

10 mls vanilla extract 

6 croissants, preferably stale

150 g raisins*

*Variations on the raisins: 

Soak them in rum overnight. 

Use dried cherries 

Skip the dried fruit altogether. 

 
 

 

 

 

  Method
 
1. Preheat oven to 160 degrees Celsius. 

 

2. In a large bowl, whisk together the whole eggs, yolks, cream, milk, sugar and

vanilla. When it is well-blended, set it aside.

 

 3. Slice croissants horizontally in half. Place the bottoms of the croissants in a large

baking dish. Add the raisins onto the croissants, then place the tops of the

croissants over them. Pour the custard over them and let sit for 10 minutes,

pressing down on them gently.

 

4. Fill a larger baking dish with an inch of hot water. Cover both pans with foil,

being sure it does not touch the pudding. Poke a few holes into the foil to allow

steam to escape while baking. 

 

5. Bake 45 minutes.

 

6. Uncover and bake another 45 minutes, or until the custard is puffy and set. If

your oven runs very hot, you may not need the full additional 45 minutes.

 

7. Serve with whipped cream or ice cream.



Poem of The Month 

 
At first glance ‘The Cat and The Moon’ seems a rather childlike choice for our ‘An

Ghealach’ Gazette, but once you look beyond the nursery rhyme imagery, and

delve deeper into the sing-song rhythm – you’ll uncover new and complex layers

to W.B. Yeats’ work (don’t you always?).

At first glance, we can appreciate the simple and playful comparisons between

the black cat and the white moon, as these two beings of nature interact with

one another in a fresh and exuberant manner. However, beyond our childish

delights, we know that this is a one-sided interaction – and while the cat may be

transfixed by the lunar light and think that it returns his attention, the moon itself

is likely unaware of the “dance” that the two have engaged in. This thought takes

on particular significance when you consider that the name of the cat

“Minnaloushe” is in fact the very same as the family feline of Maud Gonne – the

woman that so enamoured W.B. Yeats through much of his life. 

We can then consider the moon with the connotations of womanhood which are

often applied in literature and perceive that the cat creeping through the grass so

that the moonbeams might fall on him is actually an allegory for Yeats himself -

basking in the light of his muse. He watches as the moon changes shape and

form yet cannot (or will not) learn the steps of the cat’s dance, so as to truly fall

in sync with him. 

 

My favourite line is “Does Minnaloushe know

that his pupils/Will pass from change to

change,/And that from round to

crescent,/From crescent to round they

range?”, which for me echoes the lack of

consistency in Maude Gonne’s revolutionary

lifestyle. However, no matter which phase

the moon takes on, it will always be

reflected in the cat’s eyes who, in turn, will

always look up to it in wonder. 

Of course, the trajectory of this poem is very

particular to the thoughts and relationships

of the great William Butler Yeats – it paints

the image of the moon as the ultimate muse,

which is I think is a very relatable perception

of An Ghealach. 

 



Poem of The Month 

The Cat and the Moon 

The cat went here and there

And the moon spun round like a top,

And the nearest kin of the moon,

The creeping cat, looked up.

Black Minnaloushe stared at the moon,

For, wander and wail as he would,

The pure cold light in the sky

Troubled his animal blood.

Minnaloushe runs in the grass

Lifting his delicate feet.

Do you dance, Minnaloushe, do you dance?

When two close kindred meet,

What better than call a dance?

Maybe the moon may learn,

Tired of that courtly fashion,

A new dance turn.

Minnaloushe creeps through the grass

From moonlit place to place,

The sacred moon overhead

Has taken a new phase.

Does Minnaloushe know that his pupils

Will pass from change to change,

And that from round to crescent,

From crescent to round they range?

Minnaloushe creeps through the grass

Alone, important and wise,

And lifts to the changing moon

His changing eyes.

W.B. Yeats 
(1865-1939)



Seanfhocail

The light of the moon and the romantic perception that it gives us of the earth

below has been inspiring poets, artists and novelists for centuries - and the

traditional Irish people are no different. 

Below is a collection of Seanfhocail which centres around an ghealach, ensuring

her wisdom is reflected not just in our eyes, but also our words (and actions if you

take your Irish proverbs to heart!)  

Is maith an athbhliain a dtig Nollaig i dTús gealaí.
The year is good when Christmas comes during the first phase of the moon.
Iss maw awn ah-vleen ah dig Null-ig ih doos gyal-ee

Ní tafann madra dall ag an ngealach
A blind dog won’t bark at the moon 
Nee taf-in mawd-rah dawl egg awn nyah-luk

Tá gealach atá ag fás agus taoide éasca amanna maithe chun pós i
A growing moon and a flowing tide are good times to marry in 
Taw gyah-luk ah-taw eg fawss og-iss tee-dah ayss-kah awm-in-nah maw-ha hun powss ih

Splancthaíonn sé ar a carn dramhaíola agus ceapann sé go bhfuil sé an ghealach
He dotes on his midden and thinks it’s the moon .
Splank-heen shay air ah kawrn drav-ee-la og-iss kyap-in shay guh will shay awn gyal-uck

Chomh fada a bhfuil an lá, thagann an oíche faoi dheireadh
Long as the day may be, night comes at last 
Koh fawd-ah ah will awn law, hog-in awn ee-ha fwee yayr-ah

Go mbeadh focail croíúil agat ar oíche fuair, gealach lán ar oíche dorcha agus bóthar mín
go dtí an doras
May you have warm words on a cold evening, a full moon on a dark night, and a smooth road
all the way to your door.
Guh meh fuk-ull kree-ool ah-gut air ee-hah foor, gyal-uck lawn air ee-ha durk-ah og-iss
bow-her meen guh dee awn dur-iss

Níl aon comparáid idir an ghrian agus an ghealach. Lonraíonn siad nuair a bhfuil sé a am
There's no comparison between the sun and the moon. They shine when it's their time.
Neel ayn kum-pah-rawd id-ur awn green og-iss awn yal-uck. Lun-reen sheed noor ah will
shay ah awm



Irish is taught to all schoolchildren
across Ireland, from junior infants all
the way up to 6th year - that's 14
years!  So you would think that most
Irish people would be fluent
speakers, but you would be wrong. 

I have been lucky enough to have spent my school years in
Gaelscoileanna (school taught exclusively through Irish). Now, after
spending all these years only speaking Irish in school, I have a deep
appreciation and love for the language that I'm unsure I would've had
otherwise. I am grateful to have been afforded this opportunity and
extremely excited to be able to share my knowledge with all of you! 

I read Oliver Jeffers book "How to Catch a Star" for my little brother
almost every night. No matter how many times he heard it, he never got
tired. This book evoked a sense of wonder and amazement in him, the
same wonder that I feel when looking at the sky above. Although I've
studied astronomy and science and I know that the stars are out of
reach, millions of light years away, I still find myself thinking that if I just
try hard enough, if I just get lucky enough, I may be able to capture one
of these glistening tokens. No mater how logical you are, the beauty of
the night sky, of the moon and the stars, has the ability to leave you
mesmerised.

This month's challenge;
Spend a few minutes marvelling the night sky as Gaeilge 

A Little About Me

Cúpla Fócail

Your Monthly Irish Lesson
by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh



Look at the moon!
Féach ar an ngealach
Fayk air awn nyah-luck

Is it a full moon?
An bhfuil sé gealach lán?
Awn will shay gyal-luck lawn 

You’re my sun, moon, and stars
Tá tú mo ghrian, mo ghealach agus mo réaltaí
Taw too muh green, mo ya-uck og-us muh ray-tee

To the moon and back
Go dtí an ghealach agus arais 
Guh dee awn gyal-uck og-iss ah-rash

Once in a blue moon 
Uair sna naoi n-aird
Oor nah nee noord  

Did you see the moon tonight?
An bhfaca tú an ghealach anocht?
Awn vock-ah too awn gyal-uck ah-nuckt

 

Cúpla Fócail

Your Monthly Irish Lesson
by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh



Cúpla Fócail
Your Monthly Irish Lesson
by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh
Now that you’ve got a few Irish terms down pat, let’s see if you can make
your own. 
Lean ar aghaid, bain triail as! ( Go ahead, give it a try! ) 

Gluais - Glossary ( Glue-sh ) 

Tá an ___ = The ___ is (Taw awn) 

Gealach = Moon (Gyal-uck)
Réaltaí = Stars (Rayl-tee)
Grian = Sun (Green)
Oíche = Night (Ee-ha)
Lonrach = Shining (Lun-ruck)
Spás = Space (Spawss)
Taoide = Tides (Tee-dah)
Astralaíocht = Astrology (Ass-trawl-eekt)
Réalteolaíocht = Astronomy (Raylt-ole-ee-uckt)
Urú na gealaí = Lunar eclipse (Ur-oo nah gyal-ee)
Geal = Bright (Gyal)
Solas na gealai = Moonlight (Suh-liss nah gyal-ee)
Corán gealaí = Crescent moon (Kuhr-awn gyal-ee)
Gealach na gcoinleach = Harvest moon (Gyal-uck nuh gwin-luck)



We hope you've enjoyed this preview of the Irish at Heart Gazette.
You can get a full copy with over 16 pages of content when you sign

up for an Irish at Heart subscription, where you can get a box of
Ireland delivered to your door for as low as $44!

 
Join today at

JOIN IRISH AT HEART!

A Box of Irish Treasures Every Month

DIRECTLY FROM THE EMERALD ISLE

irshatheart @irish_atheart @irish_atheart

irish-at-heart.com



Seanscéal: An Old Story

 
In modern times we mark a year in the 365 (and one quarter…) days it takes the

earth to travel around the sun, but for our Irish ancestors the moon was very

much the guiding light for mapping out the year. 

 

While today we chart 12 months across an annual passage of time, the ancient

Irish people instead followed 13 lunar cycles – from the birth of a new moon,

through to its shining glory as it is fully lit in the sky, right down to the last

moments before it fades back into obscurity.

 

These 13 cycles coincide with the average number of menstruations

experienced by a woman across the same period of time – resulting in the moon

being viewed as a feminine power that was strongly associated with fertility.

Sometimes referred to as ‘Seanmháthair Ghealach’ or ‘Grandmother Moon’, this

wise guardian of night was thought to inspire women to embrace the cyclic

nature of their existence, appreciating each phase as a gift its own right. 

 

While there is no direct lunar deity in Irish mythology, there are plenty of

legends which allude to an ghealach's powers – and of course superstitions that

accompanied them. However, much of ancient Ireland’s readings of the moon’s

cycles was impressively scientific and helped to enforce a sophisticated form of

timekeeping in all walks of life – such as the best times to harvest, when to

prepare for harsher weathers, and of course when to rise and retire each day. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

An Ireland Guided by An Ghealach



Seanscéal: An Old Story
 
 
Unlike the modern approach to time keeping, for the Ancient Irish the day began

with the sunset rather than the sunrise – highlighting the importance that the night

sky held in their culture. This approach appears to be reflected on every level of

time, such as the new year itself starting from the darkest days in rotation, with the

season of Samhain (beginning in November) heralding a new beginning. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

In fact, all of the Celtic Fire festivals that

we have spoken so much about took

place at night, as that was when the feast

day began. Perhaps this also came with

the added benefits that the beauty of the

flames could be better appreciated

against the inky dark sky, and that the

festivities could be watched over by the

moon herself. 

The moon has decorated our night sky

from the moments that time began, and

millennia of people have gazed up at her

– wishing they knew all of her secrets.

Today in the age of space exploration we

of course know a good deal more than

our Irish ancestors of yore – but

somehow, it’s not enough to stopper this

fountain of curiosity that the moon

inspires in humankind. 

This fascination led many people to map out what they saw when they

looked up at that great silvery orb, and the culmination of knowledge from

these observations paved the way for the moon landing and beyond! It was

once thought that the oldest moon map in existence was that drawn by

Leonardo da Vinci in the early 1500s, which might seem like a long time ago –

but Dr Philip Stooke, from the University of Western Ontario in Canada refused

to believe that this was that first time in history that anyone had delved into

the fascinating beacon of the night sky. 

 



Seanscéal: An Old Story

He searched though ancient manuscripts, and Neolithic cave drawings for

circular diagrams that could possibly be interpretations of the moon, and his

studies took him on a historical journey through Egypt, Rome, Greece and

China. However, when he reached the Emerald Isle – he realised that he had

happened upon an ancient civilisation that appeared to have the answers to

his lunar questions…

 

In 1962 extensive excavations took place in

Knowth, Co. Meath headed up by George Eogan

of University College Dublin, which revealed an

extraordinary collection of ancient artworks -

decorating more than 200 stones. Bit by bit

archaeologists, astronomers, and historians

began to dig away at the significance of the

swirling patterns and etched diamonds, each

drawing their own partly formed conclusions. 

 

Upon closer inspection by an expert eye, it was

clear to see that Stone Age drawings that marked

one stone, known as Orthostat 47, actually

mapped the movements of the moon. In 1999

Stooke was able to identify their significance

when the markings were placed over an image of

the full moon (as it would have appeared 5,000

years ago) and the two patterns matched up

perfectly – right down to specific lunar markings

such as Mare Humorun and Mare Crisium (as they

are scientifically known today). 



Seanscéal: An Old Story

These findings made Knowth not only a significant site of cultural research, but

one of great scientific importance as well. Dr Stooke referred to the people who

drew these markings over 5,0000 years ago as perhaps the world’s first scientists

who, far from being primitive creatures, had an innate understanding of the skies

beyond our own world, and the movements of the sun, stars, and moon within

them. 

 

One of the most remarkable discoveries about the map, apart from the fact that it

was ten times older than Leonardo Da Vinci’s, was that it looks like it was

designed and positioned so that the light of the full moon itself would fall upon it –

which is just an awe-inspiring level of foresight. 

 

There is still much the moon has to teach us in today’s walk of life, such as

studying her cycles to predict the tides of our oceans; observing her façade to

understand the history of the galaxy that shaped her; and even being inspired by

her light – as you take a moment to stand beneath her and wonder at what else

lies beyond the world we live in. 

 

While Ireland is rightfully famed as a cornucopia of myth, romance and legend, I

find it fascinating that amongst these wonderful stories there are sharp and

scholarly observations that have advanced science as we know it today. Yes, the

moon is beautiful, and yes, she seems to wield an inexplicable power over the

earth that she shines upon – but she is also a guiding light to understanding the

very nature of being, and I think that it’s truly beautiful that her two existences

exist in harmony in ancient Irish heritage. 

 
 

 


